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Mall~e""e': Ii, 2 hours Max. Marks: 40Marks

Course Name: Data Analysis Using Spreadsheet (DAS) Course Code: ITlOl

I

IINSTRUCTIONS:

'Attempt all questions. Answers will be evaluated in terns of relevance, technical use, proper format and reasonably aesthetical.
i

,Answers need to be provided as per allocated sheets in excel workbook. Upload final excel workbook in "Moodie" as well as Wheebox.

Create a situation to app~ followingcharts USlllgthe given dataset;
D . ?D Pie (pie of Pie).
ll) Radar

Mr. Kumar s a Logistics Manager of a company and responsible for shipping, superv~ion, materials Managemen~ d~tribution center superv~ion. In
addITion,he s taking care of var~ty of tasks throughout the workday like work WIThdrivers, focus on route optimization, review performance metrics and
exceed c~omer service expectations. They are responsible for the!,~e~ reporting of an emergency or emerging logistical concerns to customers and
corporate leaders. He needs operational dashboard to monitor <~usinessprocesses that frequently change and to track current performance of key

\
metrics and KPls. sign a desired dashboard USlllgaround four ch~trl and two slicers (filter can be used in case of old version of excel).
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Max. TIme: 2 hours Max. Marks: 40Marks

Cr,'~seName: Data Analysis Using Spreadsheet (DAS) Course Code: ITlOl

IINSTR UCTIONS:

,Attempt all questions. Ansn~rs will be evaluated in tenns of relevance, technical use, proper format and reasonably aesthetical.
Answers need to be provided as per allocated sheets in excel ~urnbook. Upload fual excel wornbook in "Moodie" .

Mr. Kumar s a Chief Marketing Ofcers (CMOs) often don't have time to check numbers such as trafik or cm of certain campaigns. But he need to
have a cbsr Dok at a more strategr level of marketing efforts, even cooperating wrth sales to reach the best possilile marketing results a business ca
have, ad, therefore, generate profit. He wants a dashboard that srows these important strategr KPls in a v~ual infonnative, and straigh~orward way.
Design a desired dashboard using around four charts and two socers (filier can be used in case of o~ versDn of exceD.


